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Youth League launches emojis
Xu Wei

P

u Xiaotuo, a cartoon character with
large eyes and spiked hairstyle,
is the subject of a new emoticon
series created by the Communist
Youth League of Putuo District.
Several netizens have already expressed praise for the flashing digital
images, also known as emojis, on the
WeChat public account of “Youth Putuo.”
The images are intended to help bridge
the gap between youngsters and the
Youth League. The work of the Youth
League in the district has also become
more and more down to earth.
In addition to images to express “thank
you” and “okay,” this series of flashing
digital images also helps convey more
humorous sentiments, such as “live with
a smile,” “get high,” “topic killer” and
“boss, give me a drumstick.”
Pan Yan, an official with the Communist Youth League of Putuo District
said the first series of 24 emoticons are
themed on the new Lunar New Year and
will be available at the WeChat emoticon shop at the end of the month. More
emoticons will be created in the future
based on social issues in the city.
Pu Xiaotuo is the first attempt by a
Communist Youth League in Shanghai to

develop a cartoon
e mot icon c h a r acter. Pu Xiaotuo
is intended as an
i mage a mbassador for the “Youth
Putuo” account. He
is also meant to be
a virtual friend who
vividly communicates and interacts
with young local
netizens.
Images of Pu Xiaotuo, a new cartoon character created by
“We hope the
the Communist Youth League of Putuo
cha racter of P u
Xiaotuo will get involved in the life and work of youngsters
and make them feel more connected with to create cartoon characters based on her
colleagues. She said that the lovely charthe Youth League,” Pan added.
The cartoon was created by Liu Chun- acters will help more young people learn
fei, an official with the Communist about the Youth League. Pu Xiaotuo, the
Youth League of Putuo District. To bring first image in a planned emoticon series,
new blood to the team, talented young is based on Mei Li, an administrator of
people from enterprise, school, hospi- the “Youth Putuo” WeChat public account
tal and social organizations have been
and a volunteer of the Communist Youth
welcomed into the Youth League. Liu is
League of Putuo District.
one of them.
In the future the series will present
Liu, a school art teacher, has been
working at the Communist Youth League more colorful characters and a range of
of Putuo District since October. She was content to promote the brand of “Youth
impressed by the warm and dynamic Putuo” and serve the youngsters of the
work atmosphere here. This inspired her district, according to the officials.

t Building

on success
Children take part in a
building competition
at Legoland Discovery
Center. Since it opened
last year in Putuo
District, the 3,000square-meter Lego
center, the first of its
kind in China, has
attracted numerous
brick fans and honored
talented local children.
This new year, a
number of themed
parties are expected to
draw Lego fans of all
ages to the center.

ON a recent chilly morning, a
crowd of passers-by on Meichuan Road stopped to marvel at
a team of tree pruners going
about their work some 30 or
40 meters off the ground.
This rare instance aside, few
people stop to consider those
who help maintain the district’s rich foliage.
Wang Jihong, 18, is the
you ngest pr u ner a mong
those from Putuo District
L a ndscape Const r uct ion
and Development Co Ltd. As
Wang was removing specific

Xu Wei
THE innovation room at Wanli Community Center was filled with laughter
and fun recently. Children and their
parents, under the guidance of the
room’s director Yuan Mingang, were
making colorful masks depicting Peking Opera and cartoon characters,
as well as collage art with recycled
materials.
“In my eyes, there is no waste in the
world, as long as it is put in the right
place,” Yuan said.
To strengthen people’s awareness
of environmental protection, Yuan is
devoted to making art out of waste,
including pieces like the collages
made by his young pupils at the innovation room.
Yuan has become a community celebrity for his efforts. He has been
honored by the Shanghai government
as a “veteran of science popularization” and his artworks have won
awards in many nationwide and
citywide competitions. The innovation room also received awards
for its projects related to science
popularization.
When it comes to his affinity with
collage art, Yuan said it arose from a
coincidence related to his daughter.
The 56-year-old Yuan started to
study painting when he was a child.
When he was young, he traveled to 50
or so cities around the world. He was
enthusiastic about many creative arts
which involved recycling or reuse of
discarded materials. When his daughter was 5 years old, she had to make
a collage for her kindergarten class.
Yuan helped his daughter with the
assignment, which later received an
award. This ignited Yuan’s passion
for collage art.

Spreading awareness

District pruners maintain rich foliage
Xu Wei

Trash turned
into collage
art at local
community

branches or stems on the
top of tree, his teacher, the
34-year-old Yang Feifei, was
watching him and the rest of
the tree pruning team.
Yang says pruning is a repetitive and labor-intensive
job.
“A lot of post-80s generation tree pruners will feel
exhausted, not to mention
our elders,” Yang said. “People in their 40s and 50s are
not required to work on the
trees, and they are mainly
in charge of ground work.”
While trimming trees, it’s

not uncommon for pruners
to develop back pains.
In addition to these aches,
the workers also suffer bug
bites in the tree, which can
cause red and swollen skin.
Yang and Wang’s team has
around 50 members who
are in charge of pruning the
majority of the 49,000 street
trees in Putuo.
Pruning of a tree takes at
least 20 to 30 minutes. For
safety concerns, cars and pedestrians are prevented from
passing under the trees while
they are working.

Tree pruners usually have
an affinity with the trees.
Yang added that he can easily tell the age and health of
the trees.
He proudly recalled that he
once pruned 1,700 trees during a single winter.
The tree pruners have recently received allowances
for their dedication. Yang has
also set up a technical studio.
His team has invented a new
branch grinder which can
efficiently clean the streets
and ease the constraints on
the traffic.

The materials for collages at the
innovation room come from old newspapers, magazines, calendars and
ads. He told reporters that collage is
a popular and fun art for children.
It is also a simple, straightforward
and acceptable method to promote
the concepts of environmental protection. The making of a collage
includes several steps of paper collection, painting, paper-cutting and
pasting. With Yuan’s creativity, the
waste paper found new life.
The innovation room was set up
in February, 2016 inside the Community Cultural Activities Center of
Wanli. At that time there were already
more than 50 innovation rooms at
Shanghai’s community centers. The
innovation room at Wanli has its own
unique position thanks to its “environmental protection and low-carbon
life style.” Collage is considered an
ideal art form to promote such a
concept.
In addition, the innovation room
also offers workshops on how to make
art from plastic foam, paper folding,
sculptures from discarded steel pipes
and LED lights.
These workshops have attracted
crowds of teenagers and old people
of the community.

